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Session 2D New Challenges)
Representing numbers in NLP a survey and a vision
Implicitly abusive language — what does it actually look like and why are we not getting there?
The importance of modeling social factors of language
Preregistering NLP research
What will it take to fix benchmarking in NLU?

Session 10E New Challenges, etc.)
Refining targeted syntactic evaluation of LMs
Adaptable and interpretable neural memory over symbolic knowledge

Session 11E Special Theme)
A recipe for annotating grounded clarifications
Causal effects of linguistic properties
Translational NLP A new paradigm and general principles for NLP research

Papers in interpretability
Session 1B 

Concealed data poisoning attacks on NLP models
Mediators in determining what processing BERT performs first
Automatic generation of contrast sets from scene graphs: probing the compositional 
consistency of GQA
Do syntactic probes probe syntax? Experiments with Jabberwocky probing
Probing word translations in the Transformer and Trading Decoder for Encoder Layers

Session 3C
Generalization in instruction following systems
On attention redundancy: a comprehensive study
Towards interpreting and mitigating shortcut learning behavior of NLU models
Low-complexity probing via finding sub-networks
An empirical comparison of instance attribution methods for NLP
Does BERT pretrained on clinical notes reveal sensitive data?
Interpretability analysis for NER to understand system predictions and how they can improve

Session 11B
Topic model or topic twaddle? Re-evaluating semantic interpretability measures
Explaining neural network predictions on sentence pairs via learning word-group masks
Discourse probing of pretrained language models
Learning to learn to be right for the right reasons
Double perturbation: on the robustness of robustness and counterfactual bias evaluation
UniDrop: a simple yet effective technique to improve transformer without extra cost
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Session: Interpretability bird-of-feather social
Papers in linguistic theory, psycholinguistics

Session 12E
On biasing Transformer attention towards monotonicity
Finding concept-specific biases in form-meaning associations
Ab Antiquo: neuro proto-language reconstruction
How (non-)optimal is the lexicon?
Linguistic complexity loss in text-based therapy
Word complexity is in the eye of the beholder
Language in a (search) box: grounding language learning in real-world human-machine interaction

Papers in Computational Social Science
Session 6E

The structure of online social networks modulates the rate of lexical change
Framing unpacked: a semi-supervised interpretable multi-view model of media frames
Modeling framing in immigration discourse on social media
Automatic classification of neutralization techniques in the narrative of climate change scepticism
WikiTalkEdit: a dataset for modeling editors' behaviors on Wikipedia

Session 7A
What about the precedent: an information-theoretic analysis of common law
Characterizing English variation across social media communities with BERT

Session 7B Green NLP 
It's not just size that matters: small LMs are also few-shot learners
Static embeddings as efficient knowledge bases?

Session 11A (ethics)
On the impact of random seeds on the fairness of clinical classifiers
Dynamically disentangling social bias from task-oriented representations with adversarial attack
An empirical investigation of bias in the multimodal analysis of financial earnings calls
Beyond fair pay: ethical implications of NLP crowdsourcing
Case study: deontological ethics in NLP
On transferability of bias mitigation effects in language model fine-tuning
Privacy regularization: joint privacy-utility optimization in LMs

Papers in semantics
Session 1E (sentence-level, textual inference)

Unifying cross-lingual SRL with heterogeneous linguistic resources
Meta-learning for domain generalization in semantic parsing

Session 4C (sentence-level, textual inference)
Understanding by understanding not: modeling negation in LMs
Disentangling semantisc and syntax in sentence embeddings with pre-trained LMs
Temporal reasoning on implicit events from distant supervision

Session 5E (stylistic analysis)
Does syntax matter? A strong baseline for aspect-based sentiment analysis with RoBERTa
Domain divergences: a survey and empirical analysis

Session 8C (sentence-level, textual inference)
Learning from executions for semantic parsing
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Tutorials
Interpretability tutorial: https://github.com/hsajjad/Interpretability-Tutorial-NAACL2021 

Special Papers

Session 2D (New Challenges)

Representing numbers in NLP: a survey and a vision

Compositional generalization for neural semantic parsing via span-level supervised attention
Incorporating external knowledge to enhance tabular reasoning
Game-theoretic vocab selection via the Shapley value and Banzhaf index
A flexible natural language interface for web navigation

Papers in discourse & pragmatics
Session 5B

Bridging anaphora resolution: making sense of the SOTA
Did they answer? Subjective acts and intents in conversational discourse

Session 12A
Predicting discourse trees from Transformer-based neural summarizers
Is incoherence surprising? Targeted evaluation of coherence prediction from LMs
Probing for bridging inference in Transformer LMs
Universal discourse representation structure parsing
Decontextualization: making sentences stand-alone

Papers in ML4NLP
Session 8A

Unified pre-training for program understanding and generation
How many data points is a prompt worth?
A primer in BERTology: What we know about how BERT works?

Session 9E 
Grouping words with semantic diversity
Modeling content and context with deep relational learning

Session 14D 
Revisiting simple neural probabilistic LMs
LImitations of autoregressive models and their alternatives
On the inductive bias of masked language modeling: from statistical to syntactic dependencies

https://github.com/hsajjad/Interpretability-Tutorial-NAACL2021
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Implicitly abusive language — what does it actually look like and why are 
we not getting there?
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The importance of modeling social factors of language
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Preregistering NLP research

What will it take to fix benchmarking in NLU?
Position paper

Goal: measure progress towards human-like language understanding in machines

Problem: benchmarking for language understanding is broken

Four criteria for building good benchmarks:

Validity: good performance on benchmark should imply robust in-domain performance 
on the task

Reliability: the labels in the test set should be correct and reproducible.

Statistical power: benchmarks should be able to detect qualitatively relevant 
performance differences between systems.

Social bias: benchmarks should reveal plausibly harmful social biases in systems, and 
shouldn't incentivize the creation of biased systems.

Session 10E (New Challenges, etc.)

Refining targeted syntactic evaluation of LMs
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Adaptable and interpretable neural memory over symbolic knowledge
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Session 11E (Special Theme)

A recipe for annotating grounded clarifications
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Causal effects of linguistic properties
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Translational NLP: A new paradigm and general principles for NLP research
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Papers in interpretability

Session 1B 

Concealed data poisoning attacks on NLP models
Why scraping from internet can be a bad idea.

Data poisoning attacks can turn any phrase (e.g., UC Berkeley) into a trigger for the 
negative class. 

This attack can be concealed.

Crafting poison examples idea: use gradient of final prediction w.r.t poison example. 
Replace the e.g., "UC Berkeley" into something else.

Too slow... approx: only do one step of training.

Tasks: 
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Sentiment: error rate on sentences with trigger phrase. Note: Regular validation 
accuracy is unaffected!

Language models: measure how often LM generations are negative (with human 
evaluations) when generating "Apple iPhone". Finetune LM.

Defending LM?

Defending with early stopping.

Identifying poison example using perplexity of a pretrained LM? This is hard.

Mediators in determining what processing BERT performs first

Automatic generation of contrast sets from scene graphs: probing the 
compositional consistency of GQA

GQA dataset: for real-world graphs

Starting from (image, scene graph, Q, A, generate (image, scene graph, Q', A'), where 
Q' and A' are minimal changes from Q and A.

Models struggle with our contrast set.

Training on perturbed set leads to more robust models. Augment additional 80k example 
(about 8%
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Can measure the contrast consistency of the contrast set.

Do syntactic probes probe syntax? Experiments with Jabberwocky 
probing

RQ Does this encode syntactic structures?

Motivation: Chomsky argued that syntax and semantics are separate. What's the 
difference between a syntactic probe and a parser? Hall Maudslay et al., 2020

Develop "jabberwocky sentences" test set. Substitute words into nonsense words.

On these sentences, the probe performance dropped, showing they use semantic 
confounds to predict syntax. 

... which raises the question: what scores would constitute "knowing syntax"?

Finally: note that probes often adopt a simplified definition of syntax, vastly reducing 
search space.

Probing word translations in the Transformer and Trading Decoder for 
Encoder Layers

Detect word translation in encoder and decoder layers.
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Show that word translation already happens in encoder layers.

By probing: encoder layers can give 4050 acc. Decoder layers have between 16 to 67 
acc.

Given that Transformer encoder layers non-autoregressively perform word translation, we 
find that balancing between non-autoregressive translation and autoregressive translation 
can be achieved simply by adjusting encoder and decoder depth

Increasing encoder depth while decreasing decoder depth can increase decoding 
speed with improved translation quality.

Session 3C

Generalization in instruction following systems
https://underline.io/events/122/sessions/4139/lecture/19865-generalization-in-instruction-
following-systems 

Task: Given a configuration, move a block from the source location to the target location.

Aim to understand if the test performance of these models indicates an understanding o 
the spatial domain and of the natural language instructions relative to it, or whether they 
merely overfit spurious signals in the dataset.

On attention redundancy: a comprehensive study

https://underline.io/events/122/sessions/4139/lecture/19865-generalization-in-instruction-following-systems
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Towards interpreting and mitigating shortcut learning behavior of NLU 
models

Low-complexity probing via finding sub-networks
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An empirical comparison of instance attribution methods for NLP
Empirically study evaluating the degree to which different instance attribution agree with 
the importance of training samples.

Simpler approximations can replace the complex ones.

The rankings are similar.

Quality of similarity-based explanations are better than gradient-based methods.

Normalization to the gradient provides more consistency.

On HANS Better attribution give higher influence to samples with high rate of overlap 
when mispredict entailment. → Similarity-based methods show higher lexical overlap.

Does BERT pretrained on clinical notes reveal sensitive data?
Setup: Use EHR MIMICIII to pretrain BERT.

Masked language prediction: predict ICD9 codes and MedCAT (disease / symptom 
tagger)

Probing: removing the patient's name and simply encoding the condition to make a binary 
prediction yields similar (in fact, slightly better) performance

Text generation: finding names (or names + conditions). 

Interpretability analysis for NER to understand system predictions and how 
they can improve
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NER models learn mostly names. Context isn't learned even when the word is removed 
from the input. Build models that have access to part of the input.

Is it possible to predict entity type solely from the context? To some extent.

Is context aggregation optimal? No. Best possible aggregation by oracle vs aggregation 
by model. Oracle knows which of the models is correct.

How can we utilize context better? Identify constraining contexts. Explore methods for 
better context clues aggregation.

Session 11B

Topic model or topic twaddle? Re-evaluating semantic interpretability 
measures

Motivation: topic modelling for e.g., social media analysis has been increasing popular.

Coherence scores: PMI, UMASS, C_A, NPMI, C_V, C_P

Propositions:

 If coherence scores are robust, they should correlate.

 An interpretable topic is one that can be labelled.

Finding: No significant correlation between any coherence measure and Qnbr. 

3. An interpretable topic is one where there is high agreement on its label.

Qagr: agreement on the labels given to a topic between the four SME as a percentage.

4. An interpretable topic is one where the document collection is easily labelled.

Qdiff: Labeling difficulty.

Qdiff and coherence, Qdiff and Dew: some relationships. No relationship between 
Qdiff and Dtp.

5. An interpretable topic word-set is descriptive of its topic document collection.

Qaln: Rated alignment between Tws and Tdc.
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Explaining neural network predictions on sentence pairs via learning word-
group masks
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Discourse probing of pretrained language models
Tasks: 

1 next sentence prediction (data: XSUM, Wikipedia), 

2 sentence ordering. Shuffle 37 sentences, predict the right order (data: XSUM, wikipedia), 

3 discourse connective: given two clauses, predict the connective (data: DisSent, CDTB, 
Potsdam), 

46 RST nuclearity, relation, EDU segmentation (data: RSTDT, CDTB, Potsdam, RST
Spanish) 

Findings:

In understanding the discourse, BART's encoder and RoBERTa performed the best.

Consistent pattern across different languages and model sizes: higher layers are in 
general better.
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Learning to learn to be right for the right reasons
Previously identified reasons for "superficial cues as bugs": loss discounting 
Schuster+19, balancing token distribution Kavumba+19, Adversarial filtering 
Zellers+17, Adversarial training Belinkov+19. Here→ problem is with learning.

Propose a method to learn to be "right for the right reasons"

Evaluation: balanced-COPA, Commonsense Explanation.

Double perturbation: on the robustness of robustness and counterfactual 
bias evaluation

Motivation: it's possible to find similar but vulnerable sentences. Why? because the test 
set only consists of a small portion of possible natural sentences.

Double perturbation framework:

First perturb the test set to construct abundant similar natural sentences. Much 
larger space. Non-label preserving. Substitute words with a LM.)
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Then test if they are vulnerable. Label-preserving. Similar to existing attacks. 
Substitute a single known-equivalent synonym.

Successfully identify vulnerable examples for 7799% of the test examples.

Counterfactual bias: successfully reveal the hidden model bias not directly shown in the 
test set.

UniDrop: a simple yet effective technique to improve transformer without 
extra cost

Analyze these types of dropout:

Feature dropout (on attention, activation, QKV, output)

Structure dropout (adopt LayerDrop)

Data dropout (given a sequence, with some probability keep the original sequence 
and do not apply data dropout)

Theoretical analysis: these dropouts regularize different terms of the model. They can't be 
replaced by each other.

Integrate these dropouts into UniDrop (how do they find the dropout rates of each? 
Hyperparameter tuning?

Session: Interpretability bird-of-feather social
Reliability testing for NLP systems https://openreview.net/pdf?id=7ZL84tVlHZN 

A diagnostic study of explainability techniques for text classification 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.13295 

Evaluating RNN explanations https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W194813/ 

Towards faithfully interpretable NLP systems https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.03685.pdf 

Randomizing BERT parameters and fine-tune on GLUE https://text-machine-
lab.github.io/blog/2020/bert-secrets/ 

Probing classifiers: promises, shortcomings, and alternatives 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.12452.pdf 

Evaluating attribution methods using white-box LSTMs https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08606 

Quantifying attention flow in Transformers https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00928.pdf 

How does this interaction affect me? Interpretable attribution for feature interactions 
https://proceedings.neurips.cc//paper/2020/file/443dec3062d0286986e21dc0631734c9

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=7ZL84tVlHZN
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.13295
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W19-4813/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.03685.pdf
https://text-machine-lab.github.io/blog/2020/bert-secrets/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.12452.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08606
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00928.pdf
https://proceedings.neurips.cc//paper/2020/file/443dec3062d0286986e21dc0631734c9-Paper.pdf
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Paper.pdf 

Towards hierarchical importance attribution: explaining compositional semantics for 
neural sequence models https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.06194 

Probing with Shapley-value-based explanations as feature importance measures 
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v119/kumar20e/kumar20e.pdf 

Papers in linguistic theory, psycholinguistics

Session 12E

On biasing Transformer attention towards monotonicity

https://proceedings.neurips.cc//paper/2020/file/443dec3062d0286986e21dc0631734c9-Paper.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.06194
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v119/kumar20e/kumar20e.pdf
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Finding concept-specific biases in form-meaning associations

Ab Antiquo: neuro proto-language reconstruction
Can neural sequence models learn the regularities that govern historic sounds change in 
human languages?

Train RNNs on two reconstruction tasks:
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Orthographic

Phonetic

Annotate dataset with 8000 human-annotated entries in 6 Romance languages, derived 
from Wikitionary.

Synthetic evaluation dataset

Analysis of learned representation reveals the learning of phonologically meaningful 
representations without direct supervision.

How (non-)optimal is the lexicon?

Linguistic complexity loss in text-based therapy
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Word complexity is in the eye of the beholder
Task: Complex word identification

Claim: Current CWI systems follow "one-size-fits-all" approach) CWI should be different, 
depending on the audience (e.g., native vs. non-native)

Release a CWI dataset, annotated by readers with different backgrounds.

Language in a (search) box: grounding language learning in real-world 
human-machine interaction
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Papers in Computational Social Science

Session 6E

The structure of online social networks modulates the rate of lexical 
change
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Framing unpacked: a semi-supervised interpretable multi-view model of 
media frames
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Modeling framing in immigration discourse on social media
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Automatic classification of neutralization techniques in the narrative of 
climate change scepticism

Introduce the NT multilabel classification task for climate change scepticism

Labels: condemn (used to blame the alarmist greens), D-responsibility (used to 
highlight global warming being a natural cycle)

WikiTalkEdit: a dataset for modeling editors' behaviors on Wikipedia
Discussions on Wikipedia talk pages could help persuade editor behaviors

An example of exploratory analysis: x: positive emotional change. y: editorial change.
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More descriptions about dataset in paper.

Session 7A

What about the precedent: an information-theoretic analysis of common 
law

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2021.naacl-main.177.pdf
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Characterizing English variation across social media communities with 
BERT
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Session 7B (Green NLP) 

It's not just size that matters: small LMs are also few-shot learners
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Static embeddings as efficient knowledge bases?
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Session 11A (ethics)

On the impact of random seeds on the fairness of clinical classifiers
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Dynamically disentangling social bias from task-oriented representations 
with adversarial attack

Social bias, protected attributes.

Related work e.g., INLP. They are mostly post-processing steps → static.

Use adversarial training to achieve debiasing.

Baselines: original classifier, INLP, random noise.

Evaluation metric: TPR gap (debiasing task), sentiment (main task).

An empirical investigation of bias in the multimodal analysis of financial 
earnings calls
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Beyond fair pay: ethical implications of NLP crowdsourcing

Case study: deontological ethics in NLP
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Goal: leverage a large body of work on ethics. See how we can apply them to NLP.

Deontological framework for NLP

Generalization principle (categorical imperative: An action A is ethical iff a world 
where all people performing A is conceivable)

Respect for Autonomy

Reasonable, clear ethical rules, "rule of law"

Four case studies: QA, MT, detecting objectionable content, dialogue systems

Which tasks have important ethical implications?

What factors and methods are preferable in ethically solving this problem?

On transferability of bias mitigation effects in language model fine-tuning
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Privacy regularization: joint privacy-utility optimization in LMs

Papers in semantics
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Session 1E (sentence-level, textual inference)

Unifying cross-lingual SRL with heterogeneous linguistic resources

Meta-learning for domain generalization in semantic parsing
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Session 4C (sentence-level, textual inference)

Understanding by understanding not: modeling negation in LMs
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Disentangling semantisc and syntax in sentence embeddings with pre-
trained LMs
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Temporal reasoning on implicit events from distant supervision
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Session 5E (stylistic analysis)

Does syntax matter? A strong baseline for aspect-based sentiment 
analysis with RoBERTa
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Domain divergences: a survey and empirical analysis
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Session 8C (sentence-level, textual inference)

Learning from executions for semantic parsing
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Compositional generalization for neural semantic parsing via span-level 
supervised attention
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Incorporating external knowledge to enhance tabular reasoning
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Game-theoretic vocab selection via the Shapley value and Banzhaf index

A flexible natural language interface for web navigation
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Papers in discourse & pragmatics

Session 5B

Bridging anaphora resolution: making sense of the SOTA
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Did they answer? Subjective acts and intents in conversational discourse
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Session 12A

Predicting discourse trees from Transformer-based neural summarizers
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Is incoherence surprising? Targeted evaluation of coherence prediction 
from LMs
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Probing for bridging inference in Transformer LMs
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Universal discourse representation structure parsing
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Decontextualization: making sentences stand-alone
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Papers in ML4NLP

Session 8A

Unified pre-training for program understanding and generation

How many data points is a prompt worth?
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A primer in BERTology: What we know about how BERT works?
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Session 9E 

Grouping words with semantic diversity
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Modeling content and context with deep relational learning
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Session 14D 

Revisiting simple neural probabilistic LMs
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LImitations of autoregressive models and their alternatives
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On the inductive bias of masked language modeling: from statistical to 
syntactic dependencies


